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Iyaru Faru near the island of Gulhi, an inhabited island, 
eastern reef of South Male Atoll. Sectiony left & right, which 
picks up more swell than most of the breaks in South Malé 
Atoll. Can have a good end section on the left in a big 
southerly swell. The right is a real mixed bag and rarely delivers 
the goods. Best in N winds, and the higher the tide, the better. 

Twin Peaks

This wave is very fast and hollow breaking over relatively 
shallow coral. It's "Goofys Paradise" or if you're fast on the 
backhand you will love this wave. Breaks for 100 to 150 metres 
and provides many barrel opportunities. Best with SE swell and 
NW wind. On transfer you will visit both Foxy’s and Rip Tides, 
so you get the best of both worlds.

Natives / Foxys

If the swell is pumping up in North Male, it isn’t hard to get a group together that want to go. You can bring 
partners along and it is a full day out chasing waves, lots of fun. The surf guide will let you know when it is best 
to go and will organise the day trip with lunch included and beers on the way home. Cost varies on numbers, 
so please speak to your surf guide to find out more info

A right hander breaking for 150 meters on a reef in the middle of a 
channel. Need a transfer to this wave even though it is very close. The 
wave is aptly named as sometimes very strong currents can sweep 
you seaward so we always check current conditions before settling in 
for a session. Great wave for the longboarders and shortboarders as 
well as low intermediate surfers, providing very carvable walls with 
the occasional hollow section. Best with S swell and SW wind.

Riptides

Eastern reef of North Male Atoll. This long, 
excellent left-hander has two sections with an 
enjoyable, thin, peeling, racing lip. Best winds 
are NW-NNE (offshore). It was named because 
of the poultry farm on the island and is only 
accessed by boat.

Also at the eastern reef of North Male Atoll, this 
wave is a short but intense ride that is perfect for 
barrels with a steep barrelling take off, then a very 
shallow inside section that opens up even more 
than the takeoff. Ideal on a straight south swell and 
winds NW. Named after the Coca-Cola factory on 
the island, beautiful view of palm fringed beach 
from the surf zone with access by boat only.

Good and hollow left-hander with two sections. 
Need big SE swells and high tides to work well. 
Best during NW-NE offshore winds.

North Male Atoll break out the front of Club Med 
Resort. This slow right-hander is good for 
beginners and long-boarders. Best on W-NW 
winds with a moderate S swell. It was named Ninjas 
due to the Japanese riders that love the break.

One of the most consistent waves of North 
Male Atoll off the island of Thanburudhoo 
which is uninhabited. This is an excellent, long, 
world-class left-hander. The take-off is a steep 
outside peak called 'Phantoms', which 
slingshots into a very long, walled, super fast 
section called the 'Pinnacles’. Rides are 100 to 
150 meters. It is best on high tide with any wind 
from W to N and is only accessed by boat.

Easy spot located off Thanburudhoo island on 
the other side of Honkey’s. Excellent and long 
right-hander that can become very walled and 
long but only with big swells from the south. 
One of the most consistent waves of the Male 
atolls that never closes out, even on large 
swells. It is best at high tide and with west to 
north winds.

Considered by those "in the know", to be the best break in the Maldives on it’s day. The 
take off can be steep and a very fast reaction is required to set up for the freight train 
ahead. Up to 200 mtrs long it offers many barrel opportunities, sometimes linking to offer 
long intense rides out of the sun. On a perfect day you will get 3 barrel sections with the 
best being the last if you have the guts to take it on. The reef is shallow and low tide can 
stop play. Prefers light NW wind and SE swell. Not for the faint hearted on a big day.

Tucky Joes / Boatyards

Gulhigaathuhuraa, uninhabited island attached to Anantara 
Resort. Eastern Reef of South Male Atoll. The wave has two 
sections, the outside is a fat, slow and meandering wave perfect for 
longboarders and even beginners and the inside section is a really 
nice, fast little right-hander that picks up less swell than most other 
places but on its day delivers perfect barrels. Best in winds W to 
NW, named after the resort workers' quarters on the island.

Quarters
Boduhuraa, uninhabited island 
near the Anantara Resort, 
eastern reef of South Male 
Atoll. Small short left, best in 
winds NW to N. This wave is a 
fickle one, but with the right 
conditions is a very fun option.
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Jails is actually the break off the island 
Himmafushi which used to actually have a jail 
on it. The jail has moved to a new one, but the 
name stays. This wave is a perfect right-hand 
reef break with a big wack able wall and fats 
sections to get a few cover ups. One of the 
most popular breaks due to the fact it isn’t a 
heavy wave and is normally a little smaller 
than its cousin Honkey’s across the channel.

Jails


